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Hire better,
faster.
Reduce interviewing effort,
improve quality of hires, and
increase hiring speed.
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3x Screenings

True Candidate Fit

Hire Faster

Digital screenings with AI

Assessments of skills, aptitude

Streamlined workflow and unified

intelligence help uncover quality

and culture improves candidate

scoring makes hiring decisions a

candidates faster.

quality.

snap.

Today’s battle for
talent calls for a
new approach to
hiring.

The hiring market for tech talent has never been more fierce.
To succeed, hiring managers need to be faster at assessing
candidates, reserve live interviews for high quality talent, and
move fast to make offers before they’re gone. Filtered’s all-inone hiring platform provides a smooth interview experience, with
unprecedented candidate insight—giving hiring managers that
edge they need to radically improve hiring effectiveness.
Want to learn more? Email us at info@filtered.ai
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The hiring
platform built
for today’s
competitive IT
talent market.
Build a better recruiting engine,
powered by Filtered.

Fail frauds out fast.
Filtered authenticates each candidate’s identity by asking them to sync
information from GitHub, LinkedIn, and others. Then, our AI gets to work
and alerts you when candidates copy and paste answers, get help from a
peer, submit identical solutions and more.

Create a powerful interview experience.
Connect your application process to Filtered to screen each candidate
decisively in minutes. Invite candidates to whiteboard, perform coding

“If you want to
triple your ability to
find and land highquality candidates,
you need Filtered.”

challenges, or even participate in paired programming exercises. All
sessions are recorded and scored, creating greater collaboration across
your interview team.

Scale your recruiting efforts.
Filtered syncs with your ATS candidate information to reduce the number
of systems you spend time in, and is designed to collaborate with MSPs
and vendors to improve quality and time-to-fill in your contingent labor
force.

Managing Director
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